How SignNow Helped BIND Therapeutics Obtain eSignatures While
Complying With CFR Part 11
About BIND Therapeutics
BIND has a vision of revolutionizing the treatment of life-threatening diseases through the
application of nanotechnology. A clinical-stage nanomedicine platform company, BIND is
capitalizing on the enormous opportunity to improve currently-marketed drugs.

Summary
Bind Therapeutics is a clinical-stage
nanomedicine platform company
developing a new class of targeted
and programmable therapeutics.
Challenges
• Many time-sensitive documents
needed immediate approval
• Needed to obtain signatures
while mobile
• Needed a way to sign documents
while working remotely

The Challenge
BIND Therapeutics conducts clinical trials, which usually necessitates constant approvals of
documents to ensure compliance with various regulatory requirements. These approvals are
often time-sensitive, so printing, scanning, and faxing are very inefficient methods of getting
documents signed.
BIND team members are often traveling, so requiring them to be physically present to sign
documents can cause huge delays. And given the number of documents that require signatures,
using paper copies is not the most environmentally friendly option. One final requirement was
that the eSignature solution fulfill BIND’s requirement to be CFR Part 11 compliant.
How SignNow Helped
SignNow helps BIND facilitate the signature process for their documents. It removes the barrier
of having to be physically present in order to sign. BIND team members travel a lot and using
SignNow guarantees that no document is too difficult to sign, even while on the road.

Solution
SignNow
Results
• Improved turnaround time,
especially during travel
• Eliminated the need for access
to a printer and scanner
• Helps keep track of documents
that are still pending signatures

We assessed SignNow’s CFR Part 11 compliance and
found that SignNow has appropriate controls in
place to manage the eSignature tool for its intended
use, and has a sufficient working knowledge of the
compliance requirements.
Salma Asali
Senior Associate, Clinical Operations
BIND Therapeutics

About SignNow
SignNow cuts document turnaround time by as much as 90%. SignNow gives you control over your document workflows
and lets you easily integrate signed documents with other electronic systems. Get legally binding signatures from your
customers, partners and employees in seconds using any device. With SignNow, you never need to search for a paper
agreement again since your documents are stored securely in the cloud. SignNow also offers on-premises and Vx solutions.
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Another barrier that SignNow eliminates is the need to access printers, scanners, and fax
machines. Documents are securely signed from any computer’s web browser and can even be
signed from a mobile device. There is no danger of signing in the wrong spot or neglecting to fill
something in because BIND adds fields to their documents.
SignNow also helps to ensure that documents are accurate and correct. If there are errors in
the documents, it’s easy to correct, then have them re-signed via SignNow. Keeping track of
documents that are still pending is easy with SignNow, and notification emails are sent when
the document has been signed.
Overall, SignNow has greatly improved BIND’s turnaround time, enabling them to focus on
conducting clinical trials rather than chasing down signatures. BIND can rest assured that their
documents are securely signed and stored with SignNow.

We found SignNow to be user-friendly and quite
intuitive. You could send the document for signature
then leave the office knowing that SignNow will
automatically email you the fully signed document
once it’s completed.
Salma Asali
Senior Associate, Clinical Operations
BIND Therapeutics

About Barracuda Networks, Inc.
Protecting users, applications, and data
for more than 150,000 organizations
worldwide, Barracuda Networks
has developed a global reputation
as the go-to leader for powerful,
easy-to-use, affordable IT solutions.
The company’s proven customercentric business model focuses on
delivering high-value, subscriptionbased IT solutions for security and
storage. For additional information,
please visit www.barracuda.com or
follow us on Twitter@barracuda.
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